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Abstract

EA-MAC protocol is proposed on the basis of SMAC protocol to remedy the shortcomings of SMAC. In the EA-MAC,
node correlation analysis algorithm and traffic adaptive duty cycle mechanism are added. Meanwhile, the residual
energy is introduced into the existing traffic adaptive back-off mechanism to measure the saving efficiency. In the
node correlation algorithm, all network nodes are divided into several areas by computing node correlation according
to the collected information. The clustering mechanism is applied for choosing representative node in each area for
transmitting data. This method can effectively reduce redundant nodes transmitting duplicate data. In traffic adaptive
duty cycle mechanism, the duty cycle is regulated dynamically to decrease idle listening by comparing the threshold
set with the flow value obtained from the predict flow model. In back-off mechanisms, by adjusting the value of
contention window and back-off time, data collisions can be effectively avoided when network traffic is heavy. In
addition, nodes with more remaining energy have priority to access the channel and have shorter back-off time,
which can keep the balance of the whole network energy consumption and lengthen network lifetime. Simulation
results show that the EA-MAC protocol has better energy saving, throughput, shorter delay performance, and low
packet loss rate than that of SMAC protocol in dynamic traffic sensor networks.

Keywords: Wireless sensor networks, EA-MAC protocol, Node remaining energy, Traffic adaptive mechanism,
Cross-layer optimization

1 Introduction
Current research in wireless sensor networks (WSN)
mainly focus on data fusion, routing protocol, topology
control, and medium access control (MAC) layer proto-
cols [1, 2]. The main objective is to reduce the energy
consumption of the sensor network, increase throughput,
and reduce the data transmission delay. MAC protocol in
data link layer determines the resource allocation of the
radio channel, efficiently shares bandwidth resources by
coordinating each node in network. Coordination perfor-
mance directly determines the performance of the net-
work, such as throughput, bandwidth utilization, fairness,
or delay performance. According to resource allocation
methods, MAC protocol can be divided into three types:
(1) contention-based MAC protocol, (2) allocation-based
MAC protocol, and (3) mechanism-mixedMAC protocol.
SMAC protocol [3, 4], which is a representative protocol
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in contention-based MAC protocol, is based on chan-
nel access competition mechanism. Based on IEEE802.11
MAC protocol [5], SMAC protocol uses periodic listen-
ing/sleep working mode. This working mechanism has
low duty-cycle and can reduce the power consumption by
controlling non-working nodes to go into sleep state. But
there are still some following drawbacks:

(1) Nodes are not differentially divided. In SMAC
protocol, the nodes in the network use the same
mechanism to work, but in reality, some information
collected by nodes in the network is not reliable or
redundant. In the context of reliable or redundant
information, it may result in unnecessary waste of
energy when letting all nodes involved in the channel
contention. Therefore, it is better to selectively accept
the information from partial nodes under certain
conditions of network characteristics.
(2) Nodes cannot suit to the requirement of the
dynamic changes of network traffic due to time for
sleeping and listening being fixed for nodes through
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periodic dormant and listening method in SMAC.
Nodes cannot make the appropriate adjustments
when large changes of network traffic occur. For
example, when the network load suddenly increases,
the listener time will become short and will result in
multiple retransmissions of data; meanwhile, it will
increase the chances of conflict and delay. When
network traffic is low, energy maybe wasted due to
the idle listening.

The paper [6–8] proposed a new schema to balance
the lifetime of the deployed sensor network by assigning
weights to links based on the remaining power level of
individual nodes. Meanwhile, they developed a central-
ized heuristic to reduce its computational complexity. The
methods and conclusion of the papers are taken as a basis
for this paper. Han et al. [9] surveyed data communica-
tion protocols in DS-WSNS and the survey can be served
as motivations and inspiration for our research. Xiao
et al. [10] studied the underwater sensor networks accord-
ing to the tight performance bounds of multihop fair
access forMAC protocols. The papers [11–13] proposed a
novel compressive data collection scheme. The measure-
ment methods give our basis for measuring our methods.
In the research of channel access, He et al. [14] proposed a
semi-random back-off method [15] that enables resource
reservation in contention-based wireless LANs and the
method can be readily applied to both 802.11.DCF and
802.11e EDCA networks with minimum modification.
For solving these two above discussed drawbacks, the

paper proposes node correlation based on flow adaptive
Efficient Adaptive Medium Access Control (EA-MAC)
protocol to classify nodes by computing node correla-
tion before data transmission. The algorithm for correla-
tion computing between nodes can divide similar nodes
to a certain area and choose the representative node
for data transmission in the region. Representative node
can cyclically be elected upon some parameters such as
node residual energy and distance to sink node. During
data transfer process, according to the prediction of flow
changes, the system self-adaptively changes the duty cycle
and contention window of the node. Conflict probability
is significantly controlled by altering the back-off range
and constraining the back-off window size, effectively
reducing energy consumption.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

pose the problem and give the calculating processing.
Meanwhile, ARMA model for node flow forecasting is
presented. In Section 3, we describe the EA-MAC proto-
col. In Section 4, the data and result of the experiment
including average energy consumption, end-to-end delay,
and effective throughput are given out. At last, we con-
clude with a summary and some directions for future
work.

2 Problem descriptions
2.1 Problem statement
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) emphasize data-centric
approach for data transmission and the observer con-
cerned merely indicator values measured within a moni-
tored area rather than sensing data of some certain node.
In general, node density ofWSN is high. Therefore, in the
same or similar monitoring area, these nodes have great
similarity of data collection. Within a limited range of
application, if only a certain number of nodes are selected
for data transmission, the network life expectancy can
be extended. Assuming there are 21 nodes deployed in a
100× 100m area, with sink node as a data-receiving node,
locating in the center, coordinates (50, 50) and the other
20 nodes are randomly distributed all around sink node.
The concrete distribution can be seen in Fig. 1.

2.2 Calculation of correlation of nodes
According to the above given example, within a certain
range, node perception data have a certain degree of simi-
larity. By calculating the entropy of each node, it indicates
the average amount of information provided by a packet
[16, 17]. The joint entropy can be calculated by means
of comparing the correlation entropy value with a given
threshold ε, to express node data correlation. Information
entropy expressions are described as follows.

H(x) = −
q∑

i=1
p(xi) × log p(xi) (1)

H(x) = −
q∑

i=1
p(yi) × log p(yi) (2)

In the above two formulas, H(x), H(y) separately repre-
sent the entropy of node i, j. p (xi) is the probability of
events detected by the node i. p (yj) is the probability of
events detected by the node j, and q is the sum of all events
which are being collected.
Joint entropy between node i and node j is expressed as

follows:

H(x, y) = −
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

p(xi, yj)log p(xj, yj) (3)

In formula 3, p(xi,yj) is the joint probability consisting
of two-dimensional random variables xi, yj. In general,
H(x, y) ≤ H(x) + H(y). If H(x, y) = H(x) + H(y),which
means information collected by two nodes are indepen-
dent. H(x, y) \ (H(x) + H(y)) represents the correlation
degree of data collection for ith node and the jth nodes,
and K is the correlation coefficient.

K = 1 − H(x, y)
H(x) + H(y)

(4)

Obviously, the data range of K is [0:1]. K = 0 indicates
that data collected by node i and node j are independent.
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Fig. 1 Structure topology chart of nodes

The larger theK value, the greater the correlation between
the two nodes. K = 1 denotes that data collected by node
i and node j are identical. Nodes are divided according
to the correlation coefficient K obtained, on the basis of
meeting the requirements of the network application. The
parameter ε = 0.8 is set as the threshold value. Informa-
tion flow and its associating area can be sensed by node i.
Node perceptual relevance schematic is shown in Fig. 2.
When 0 < K ≤ ε , the similarity of nodes is low. When

ε < K ≤ 1, then the similarity of nodes becomes high.
By calculating their joint entropy and their own informa-
tion entropy, correlation coefficient between nodes can be
obtained. The nodes satisfying ε < K ≤ 1 are divided
into a group. All the nodes in the similarity coefficient are
automatically divided into several smaller areas, called the
relevant area (correlated area, CA). For each node within
relevant area, cyclical formula 4 and 5 are used as merits
of priority measure. The selected node within the relevant
area is set as a representative node (RN) and cycle length is

T. The value of T must be larger than and at least twice the
value of the EA-MAC protocol listener\sleep cycle to pre-
vent the disruption of original data transmission caused by
the switch of RN. Collected data will only be transmitted
to sink node by RN.

2.3 ARMAmodel for node flow forecasting
Flow in the sensor network is usually dynamically
changed with the practical applications and exhibits non-
equilibrium with the position change of the nodes. Nodes
nearby the base station bear heavy traffic. In some event-
driven applications, accident data stream is collected,
while in the periodic data acquisition applications, net-
work traffic is relatively stable. Therefore, the selection of
the sensor network flow model must be consistent with
its application scenarios. Literature [18–20] proposed an
ARMA model for flow predictions, which applies to peri-
odic data acquisition.

Fig. 2 Perceptual information correlation of nodes
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2.3.1 ARMAmodel for periodic data applications
Select the ARMA (2p, 2p-1) model to analyze the flow
of sensor network, where the positive integer p is the
order number. In order to avoid too much calculation,
let p = 1. Specific modeling process for ARMA (2, 1) is
as follows: Assuming the sliding time window is n, the
data traffic sequences X ′

0,X
′
1, · · · ,X

′
i ,X

′
n during each time

slot do not appear smoothly and steady, so firstly tak-
ing the logarithmic to smooth it and getting the smooth
sequences X0,X1, · · · ,Xi,Xn and then creating ARMA
model with stationary series to predict the value of n + 1
flow rate. Hence, we can know that a predicted value can
be obtained for each forward sliding of the time window.

2.3.2 Parameter selection
When using ARMA traffic forecasting model to predict
the flow of nodes, firstly, a traffic acquisition cycle is nec-
essary to be set. For example, if data are collected in 1 s,
the forecasting result is the next second flow. In most real-
time applications, the acquisition cycle should be set to
a smaller value to observe the flow changes timely. The
ARMA model needs to calculate parameter values based
on its historical data. During the periodic collection of
data, the same data streams are generated as long as the
transmission rate and the sleep/listening cycles of nodes
are the same, so part of the data sequence is selected
from [21–23]. In the paper, the parameters of the ARMA
model are estimated as φ̂1 = 0.86579, φ̂2 = 0.07356,
θ̂1 = 0.68954, and σ̂ 2

a = 0.00186. The advantage ofARMA
model is to provide accurate prediction of the actual flow
of the node, and it is widely used for general periodic data
collection. Traffic adaptive mechanism proposed in this
paper applies flow fnode prediction ARMAmodel to adjust
the duty cycle and the contention window.

3 Description of EA-MAC protocol
3.1 Node classification strategy
In the initial stage, for the election of first representative
node in T cycle, nodes are necessary to be synchronized.
The sink node broadcasts the initialization message with
maximum transmission power that covers the entire of
radio network. After receiving the message, the sensor
node begins to estimate its distance to the sink node based
on the RSSI. Each sensor node has its separate schedul-
ing table which contains all the scheduling information of
all its nearby nodes. Node periodically broadcasts clock
synchronization (SYNC) packet to coordinate the adja-
cent nodes to fit the scheduling period. After time syn-
chronization, nodes begin to listen, compete for channel,
and transmit monitoring data. When cycle T terminates,
nodes will enter the second stage of the relevant classi-
fication of nodes. Due to data having been collected in
the preceding cycle T (the number of events occurring in
accordance with all the nodes within the cycle, and the

number of sensed events for each node), the entropy and
the correlation coefficient can be calculated for each node.
After the correlation region is divided, an E-MSGmessage
frame will be broadcasted using the frame format shown
in Table 1.
Message field includes the frame type, node ID, frame

size, residual energy, and the value of the distance (Dr)
between the sink nodes. After receiving E-MSG message
frame, the adjacent nodes within the relevant area, elect
its representatives node RN by following formula, where
it denotes the balance factor.

RI = Eα
left × (Dr)β (5)

In the relevant area, the node with largest RI value is
selected as the representative nodeRN, which is respon-
sible for the data transmission within the region. Other
nodes will turn to sleep mode after selection and automat-
ically start the timer, and participate in the next round of
election. Flow chart for correlation algorithm is shown in
Fig. 3.
The pseudocode of corresponding correlation algorithm

is shown in Fig. 4.

3.2 Self-adaptive algorithm of duty cycle
During the periodic of sleep/listening, the value of duty
cycle is changed with varying traffic conditions, known
as adaptive duty cycle [24–26]. At present, many proto-
cols made many improvements for adaptive duty cycle
on the basis of SMAC protocol. If the duty cycle is set
in accordance with the low traffic load, greater delay will
occur in large traffic condition. Node with higher data
flow may result in blockage and collision due to the low
duty cycle. By dynamically analyzing the network traf-
fic, adjusting the duty cycle (i.e., when the network traffic
load is large, the duty cycle is enlarged and when net-
work traffic becomes smaller, the duty cycle is narrowed
to accommodate the network traffic), the performance of
entire network can be significantly improved in an abrupt
flow pouring condition. In EA-MAC protocol, two thresh-
olds L,H (L < H) are set for traffic prediction valuefnode.
The threshold value of duty cycle is [Dmin,Dmax], which is
set to 10 % as a fixed value in the initial phase. (1) When
the predicted value of the flow rate ≤ L, the network
traffic is low, the listener time and the duty ratioDwill fur-
ther be reduced. Then, a new duty cycle will be obtained
according to Eq. (6). If the new value of duty cycle is less
than Dmin, Dmin will be replaced by Dnew.

Dnew = D − λ × H/fnode (6)

Table 1 E-MSG message frame structure

Frame type Node ID Frame size Node residual Distance between
energy sink nodes
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Fig. 3 Flow chart for correlation algorithm
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Fig. 4 Pseudocode of corresponding correlation algorithm

(2) When the flow predictive value L < fnode < H , net-
work traffic is moderate, the duty cycle will be restored to
its original size.
(3) When the flow predictive value fnode ≥ H , the net-

work traffic is large, the duty cycle will be increased into
Dnew.

Dnew = D + λ × H/fnode (7)

Flow chart for duty cycle self-adaptive algorithm is
shown as Fig. 5.
The pseudocode of duty cycle self-adaptive algorithm is

shown as follows in Fig. 6.

3.3 Self-adaptive back-off algorithm
In adapting mechanism of CSMA/CA and competition-
based MAC protocol, the exponential back-off algorithm
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Fig. 5 Flow chart for duty cycle self-adaptive algorithm

is an important component [27–29] and it decides the
efficiency of CSMA/CA. Nodes need to follow a certain
back-off algorithm to wait for resending data when the
channel is listened to be occupied or clashed with other
nodes. Back-off algorithms can be mainly divided into two
types: binary exponential back-off algorithm (BEB) and
multiple increase and linear decrease algorithm (MILD)
[28, 29]. Achieving the purpose of back-off is to reduce
the conflict possibility when data are transmitted. The
longer the back-off time is, the less chances that the chan-
nel being seized with other nodes becomes, which leads
to the less likelihood of conflicts. Whereas the shorter the
back-off time is, the more chances for short time channel

seizing becomes, which leads to the larger potential for
conflicts. Back-off value is calculated by the following
formula:

BackoffTime = Random() × αSlotTime (8)

In the above formula, αSlotTime is the fixed slot value
in network. Random() is a uniformly distributed pseudo-
random integer in the contention window [0, CW]. The
lower limit value of CW is CWmin and the upper limit is
CWmax.

(1) Selection of CWmin and CWmax
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Fig. 6 Pseudocode for duty cycle self-adaptive algorithm

For the selection of CWmin and CWmax, node traffic
information fnode needs to be combined to adjust the
contention window. When fnode < L, half the value of

the CWmin and CWmax is given, thus reducing the
waiting, the back-off time, and the delay time.
Whenfnode > H , it increases the value of CWmin and
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CWmax, thus reducing the back-off time for channel
listening and collisions.

(2) Selection value of node CW

In EA-MAC protocol, the back-off time for node access-
ing channel (CW) obeys normal distribution. Mean value
of normal distribution is related to CWmin and energy fac-
tor η. The variance of normal distribution is related to
CWmin. Let the initial energy value be Emax; the node’s
current residual energy value is Eleft so the node’s energy
factor is η = Eleft/Emax. The value of mean and variance
value for normal distribution are shown as follows:

E(CW ) = CWmin(1 − η) (9)

D(CW ) = CWmin/4 (10)

In general, the slot is the smallest unit for CW and
in this paper, the entire time slot is selected by using
rounded down approach. In addition, CW also needs to
meet certain ranges:

CWmin ≤ CW ≤ CWmax (11)

where

CWmin =
⌊
10(CWmax + 1) × (1 − η)

CWmin + 1

⌋
(12)

CWmax =
⌊
10(CWmax + 1) × (η)

CWmin + 1

⌋
(13)

According to Eq. (9), it is clear that when the value of
residual energy of the node is larger, the mean value of
the normal distribution will be relatively smaller. Mean-
while, the probability of back-off time CW to select a
smaller value is larger. When the remaining energy is
smaller, the mean value of the normal distribution will
be relatively larger. Meanwhile, the probability that CW
achieves greater value is larger. From Eq. (10), it is obvi-
ous that D(CW) selection is related to CWmin. When the
flow rate is increased, CWmin increases together, and the
variance of the normal distribution becomes large, show-
ing a large normal unevenness. So back-off time difference
selected by the sending node is relatively large with min-
imal conflict potential. In this back-off method, back-off
time selection is related to the normal distribution func-
tion in formulas 9 and 10, allowing the node with more
residual energy access channel with priority, taking more
responsibility for data transmission, thus balancing net-
work energy distribution, and extending the network life
cycle. When network traffic is large, the selection range
of the back-off time is increased as well as the difference,
reducing the possibility of simultaneous data sending. It
is not necessary for the node to inform the neighbor
nodes the remaining energy, thus avoiding the overhead of
broadcast communication.

4 Simulations
NS2 platform [30, 31] is applied for network simulation
to compare EA-MAC and SMAC protocol. Duty cycle of
SMAC protocol is set to 10 %. Listening sleep cycle is set
to 1.6 s, and listening time is set to 0.16 s. Cycle T for the
relevant regional is selected to 6.4 s, four times of the lis-
tener sleep cycle. Other parameter settings are shown in
Table 2. In Table 2, ILPC stands for idle listening power
consumption.
In the single-hop scene, packet interval is sent to change

the variation of network traffic. With network traffic vary-
ing, the duty cycle for listening/sleep also alters. Delay and
back-off time for channel listening vary with the residual
energy and network traffic. The initial operation period
of the network is 0–100 s. The medium phase of net-
work operation is 100–200 s. For the period of 200–300 s,
transmission interval is reduced, and the network traffic
is moderate. During 300–400 s, the transmission inter-
val is further reduced, and the network load is high. Late
network operation period: 400–650 s, the transmission
interval is increased, and the network is in a low flow
state. Gawk [32] is used to run the simulation script files
and analyze the generated trance file. It also can obtain
delay, average energy consumption of the network and
packet loss rate, and corresponding file. Simulation data is
extracted with 10-s interval and plotted below.

4.1 Average energy consumption
From the test chart of Fig. 7, data sending time starts
at the 100 s. EA-MAC and SMAC have consumed part
of the energy, and the energy consumed in EA-MAC is
about 1 J higher than SMAC. This is because the EA-MAC
increases the relevance computing of nodes and network
traffic assessments. During 100–200 s, the network is in a
low flow rate, so EA-MAC with adaptive duty cycle mech-
anism will promptly adjust its duty cycle rate, and thus the
sleep time becomes long, resulting in smaller energy con-
sumption than that of SMAC. During 200–300 s, with the
decrease of transmission interval, network traffic begins
to increase. At about 250 s, EA-MAC increases its own
duty cycle and energy consumption. During 300–400 s,
network traffic is high, and in EA-MAC, it continues to
increase with duty cycle and energy consumption. Dur-
ing 400–650 s, network traffic in EA-MAC is detected

Table 2 Parameter setting

Packet size(B) 50 SIFS(ms) 5

Sending power(mW) 360 DIFS(ms) 10

Sending power(mW) 360 DIFS(ms) 10

Receiving power(mW) 360 ILPC(mW) 340

Sleep power consumption(uW) 50 Routing protocol AODV

Node initial energy(J) 100 Simulation time(s) 650
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Fig. 7 Energy-efficiency consumption

in low state, thus duty cycle is reduced together with
its energy consumption. From the beginning to the end,
SMAC protocol keeps constant duty cycle, with stable
growth of energy consumption in earlier stage (flow is
high). In the latter stage (flow is low), packets that accu-
mulated in buffer queue start to be transmitted, so the
energy consumption continues to increase. As can be seen
from Fig. 7, when network traffic dramatic changes with
high traffic, the advantages of EA-MAC energy is more
pronounced than that in the SMAC.

4.2 End-to-end delay
There are many factors to impact the delay of packet send-
ing of EA-MAC, such as carrier sensing delay, back-off
delay, transmission delay, sleep delay, and queuing delay.
From Fig. 8, we can see that in 100–200 s, delay of EA-
MAC is higher than that of SMAC, due to the lower duty
cycle of EA-MAC, more affection of sleep latency in low
flow state. In 200–420 s, the delay of the EA-MAC is
much lower than that of SMAC, because of the constant
increase of duty cycle of EA-MAC with increasing flow
rate. In this case, large amounts of data do not accumulate
in node queue, and packet queuing delay brought by the
high flow is less affected. In comparison, SMAC in 100–
400 s shows an opposite trend. Delay increases as network
traffic rises. In 400–500 s, delays continue to increase;
reaching its highest point at 500 s and a lot of data packets
are discarded at that time due to exceeding the cache time

limit. Then in low flow state, delay quickly restored to its
previous state (lower level).

4.3 Effective throughput
As can be seen from Fig. 9, with the data transmission
interval increases, network traffic is reduced. Both pro-
tocol throughputs are increasing at the last interval of
2.5 s. Throughput value looks close because of the low-
flow state and little network conflicts. Whereas when
the network traffic increases, the throughput increases
with the increase of network traffic, but because colli-
sion rate increases, the increasing rate of throughput value
decreases. But it can be clearly seen from Fig. 9 that
throughput of EA-MAC protocol shows better perfor-
mance in high-flow state than that of SMAC. The back-off
mechanisms proposed in this protocol has an impact on
energy consumption, latency, throughput, and packet loss
rate based on flow state and varying residual energy. Dif-
ferences of back-off range may reduce the likelihood of
conflict when flow increases. Besides, the network load
can be more balanced by arranging smaller back-off value
to nodes with less residual energy to increase throughput
and promote packet sending.

4.4 Packet loss rate
As can be seen in Fig. 10, weather EA-MAC is the in low
traffic flow or high traffic flow. It can keep the packet loss
rate below 10 %. The reason is that with the increasing
of traffic flow, EA-MAC timely evaluates the traffic flow
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Fig. 8 Network delay

and adjusts the duty cycle. Before 450 s, the packet loss
rate of SMAC increases continuously and reaches the cli-
max in 450 s. This is because SMAC cannot timely process
the previously lost data in 400 s. So after 400 s, even if
networks restore the state of low traffic flow, packet loss
rate cannot decrease timely.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, an improved algorithm of EA-MAC pro-
tocol is given to address the deficiencies of the SMAC
protocol. Firstly, an algorithm for correlation computing
between nodes is proposed which divides similar nodes
to a certain area and chooses the representative node for

Fig. 9 Effective throughput
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Fig. 10 Packet loss rate

data transmission in the considered region. Representa-
tive node is cyclically elected upon some parameters such
as node residual energy and distance to sink node. In the
transmission, network traffic prediction is conducted by
ARMA mode and the duty cycle is dynamically changed
accordingly through comparing the predicted value with
the pre-setting threshold value. Conflict probability is sig-
nificantly controlled by altering the back-off range and
constraining the back-off window size, effectively reduc-
ing energy consumption. Finally, NS2 is adopted to imple-
ment for simulations of EA-MAC protocol and SMAC
protocol. Simulation results including the network aver-
age energy consumption, latency and effective through-
put, and packet loss rate are analyzed, showing that
EA-MAC protocol performs superior to that of SMAC
protocol.
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